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Magento requires no introduction in online Ecommerce Development industry.  For developing and
creating online shopping services Magento has gained tremendous success as professional
Ecommerce Application Development tool, and its supremacy in comparison to other development
tools is unquestionable. Best part of Magento tool is that with the help of its extensions one is able
to deliver visually appealing website or online stores. Unique and user friendly features of Magento
extensions as Ajax Cart Magento Extension or Magento Template Integration play vital role in
establishing successful shopping cart applications by extending the functionality.

These Magento extensions provide tremendous space to developers to try their skill and niche to
create more customized and professional stores which suit their individual requirements, needs and
deeds. While trying hands in creating online store with the help of Magento Template
Integration;professionally developed pages of online store, look more attractive and original,
resulting to abundance to business and commerce.

On the other hand Ajax Cart Magento Extension module allows customers to effortlessly add and
remove products from their shopping cart without continuously clicking the update button. Shopping
Cart has the feature of refreshing with each addition or deletion by the customer. Best of all it also
works with the shopping cart page, enabling additions and deletions without page reload. Most
creditable part of Ajax Cart Magento Extension is that it is fully working with product custom options
(or product configuration).

With configuration of extensions as Ajax Cart Magento Extension and Magento Template Integration
in basic Magento tool development speed of developing the online store is enhanced, due to their
specific functionalitiesâ€™. Cutting down the expenses while developing online store / shopping cart with
the help of tones of free extensions available online. Due rich features and functionalities of these
free extensions requirement and needs are fulfilled without spending money.

These extensions allow one to create more customized and professional stores in accordance to
deeds, needs and requirements of the individual. Through extensions the owner can have a full
control over each and every aspect of Ecommerce Application. Magento Extensions empowers one
to handle and manage various Ecommerce Applications or stores from one control panel only. With
advance functionalities as Ajax Cart Magento Extension or Magento Template Integration has
helped Magento become the first choice among all the online merchants. Having variety of tools as
extensions, necessary for building a successful online shop, it is a talk of the town.

In short Magento is a feature rich e- commerce platform built on open source technology that
provides online merchants with unprecedented flexibility and control over the look, content and
functionality of their e- commerce store. Magnetoâ€™s intuitive administration interface features
powerful marketing, search engine optimization and catalog-management tools to give merchants
the power to create sites that are tailored to their unique business needs.
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
Having an expertise in a Ajax Cart Magento Extension or a Magento Template Integration while
developing online store; author of this article is a successful Magento developer.
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